In the two-echelon capacitated vehicle routing problem (2E-CVRP), the delivery to customers from a depot uses intermediate depots, called satellites. The 2E-CVRP involves two levels of routing problems. The first level requires a design of the routes for a vehicle fleet located at the depot to transport the customer demands to a subset of the satellites. The second level concerns the routing of a vehicle fleet located at the satellites to serve all customers from the satellites supplied from the depot. The objective is to minimize the sum of routing and handling costs. This paper describes a new mathematical formulation of the 2E-CVRP used to derive valid lower bounds and an exact method that decomposes the 2E-CVRP into a limited set of multidepot capacitated vehicle routing problems with side constraints. Computational results on benchmark instances show that the new exact algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art exact methods.
Introduction
The two-echelon capacitated vehicle routing problem (2E-CVRP) is a two-level distribution system where the deliveries to customers from a depot are managed through intermediate capacitated depots, called satellites. The first level consists of vehicle routes that start and end at the depot and deliver the customer demands to a subset of satellites. In the 2E-CVRP we consider, a satellite has a limited capacity and can be serviced by more than one first-level route. The second level consists of vehicle routes that start and end at the same satellite and supply all customers. A homogeneous vehicle fleet is used at each level. The first-level vehicles are located at the depot and supply the satellites only. The second-level vehicles have a capacity smaller than that of the first-level vehicles and supply the customers from the satellites. The unloading of first-level vehicles and loading of second-level vehicles at the satellites imply a handling cost proportional to the quantity loaded/unloaded.
The 2E-CVRP aims to find two sets of first and secondlevel routes such that each customer is visited exactly once by a second-level route and the total routing and handling cost is minimized.
Literature Review
The 2E-CVRP has become a relevant distribution system for supplying customers located in large cities. Because many municipalities impose legal restrictions to keep large vehicles out of city centers, distribution companies create suburban platforms (satellites) where they transport goods with large vehicles. Then, small vehicles service downtown customers from the satellites.
Nonetheless, only recently the 2E-CVRP has received some attention in the literature. Feliu et al. (2007) described a commodity flow formulation and an exact branch-and-cut algorithm that solved instances with up to 32 customers and two satellites. This algorithm was improved by Perboli et al. (2010) , Perboli, Tadei, and Vigo (2011) by adding valid inequalities. Perboli, Tadei, and Vigo (2011) reported optimal solutions for instances with up to 32 customers and two satellites, but their model has been shown by Jepsen, Spoorendonk, and Ropke (2013) not to be correct
Contributions of This Paper
We introduce a new mathematical formulation of the 2E-CVRP that is used to derive both integer and continuous relaxations. We present a new bounding procedure based on dynamic programming (DP), a dual-ascent method, and an exact algorithm that decomposes the 2E-CVRP into a limited set of multidepot capacitated vehicle routing problems (MDCVRP) with side constraints. Extensive computational results on instances from the literature and on new instances show that the proposed method outperforms previous exact algorithms, both for the quality of the lower bounds achieved and the number and the size of the instances solved.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 2E-CVRP and the new mathematical formulation. The relaxations used to derive valid lower bounds are described in §3. Section 4 describes the bounding procedure based on the relaxations derived in §3. Section 5 presents the exact algorithm. Section 6 reports the computational results. Concluding remarks are given in §7.
Problem Description and Mathematical Formulation
An undirected graph G = N E is given, where the vertex set N is partitioned as N = 0 ∪ N S ∪ N C . Vertex 0 represents the depot, N S = 1 2 n s represents n s satellites, and N C = n s + 1 n s + n c represents n c customers. The edge set E is defined as E = 0 j : j ∈ N S ∪ i j : i j ∈ N S ∪ N C , i < j . A travel cost d ij is associated with each edge i j ∈ E. We assume that matrix d ij satisfies the triangle inequality. Each customer i ∈ N C requires q i units of goods from depot 0. We denote with q tot = i∈N C q i the sum of the customer demands.
A fleet of m 1 identical vehicles of capacity Q 1 are located at depot 0 and are used to transport goods to satellites. If used, a first-level vehicle incurs a fixed cost U 1 and performs a route passing through the depot 0 and a subset of satellites. The cost of a first-level route is the sum of the costs of the traversed edges plus the fixed cost U 1 . Each satellite k ∈ N S can be visited by more than one first-level route and has a capacity B k that limits the total customer demand that can be delivered to it by the first-level routes. Moreover, a fleet of m k identical vehicles of capacity Q 2 < Q 1 are available at satellite k ∈ N S for servicing the customers. Nevertheless, at most m 2 k∈N S m k second-level vehicles can be globally used. If used, a second-level vehicle incurs a fixed cost U 2 and performs a route, that is a simple cycle in G passing through a satellite and a subset of customers and such that the total demand of the visited customers does not exceed the vehicle capacity Q 2 . The cost of a second-level route is the sum of the traversed edges plus the fixed cost U 2 . The handling cost at satellite k ∈ N S is given by H k times the quantity delivered to satellite k.
The problem asks to design the vehicle routes of both levels so that each customer is visited exactly once, the quantity delivered to customers from each satellite is equal to the quantity received from the depot, and the sum of the routing and handling costs is minimized. Figure 1 shows a solution to a 2E-CVRP instance with four satellites (the gray circles) and 20 customers (the white circles). Two first-level routes (the dashed lines) are routed at the depot (the black square); the two first-level routes visit one and two satellites, respectively. Satellite 4 is unused. Four second-level routes deliver goods to final customers.
To consider vehicle fixed costs U 1 and U 2 , we assume that the travel cost matrix d ij is modified as follows: (i) for each satellite k ∈ N S , cost 1/2 U 1 is added to d 0k , and (ii) for each satellite k ∈ N S and each customer i ∈ N C , cost 1/2 U 2 is added to d ki .
Formulation of the 2E-CVRP
The 2E-CVRP can be formulated as follows. Let be the index set of all first-level routes, and let k ⊆ be the subset of first-level routes serving satellite k ∈ N S . Let R r and E R r be the subset of satellites visited and the subset of edges traversed by route r ∈ , respectively. The cost g r of route r ∈ is g r = i j ∈E R r d ij . We assume that the route set contains min m k Q 2 q tot /Q 1 copies of the single-satellite route 0 k 0 , for each satellite k ∈ N S . Let w min and w max r be the minimum and maximum loads of first-level route r ∈ , computed as w min = max q tot − m 1 − 1 Q 1 0 and w max r = min Q 1 q tot k∈R r m k Q 2 . Moreover, we denote by W r = w ∈ + w min w w max r the set of possible loads of first-level route r ∈ . Because in real-world applications the number of satellites is small (say n s 10), in the following we assume that we can enumerate the . Let k be the index set of the second-level routes passing through satellite k ∈ N S , and let ik ⊆ k be the subset of routes passing through satellite k ∈ N S and customer i ∈ N C . We indicate with = k∈N S k the set of all second-level routes and with l the satellite visited by route l ∈ . Moreover, we indicate with R kl and E R kl the subset of customers visited and the subset of edges traversed by route l ∈ k , respectively. A load w kl = i∈R kl q i and a cost c kl = i j ∈E R kl d ij + H k w kl are associated with route l ∈ k . Let y r be a binary variable equal to one if and only if route r ∈ is in solution, x kl a binary variable equal to one if and only if route l ∈ k of satellite k ∈ N S is in solution, and q kr a nonnegative integer variable representing the quantity delivered by first-level route r ∈ to satellite k ∈ R r (we assume q kr = 0, k ∈ N S \R r ). The 2E-CVRP can be formulated as follows:
k∈R r q kr Q 1 y r r ∈ (8)
The objective function (1) states to minimize the total cost. Constraints (2) specify that each customer i ∈ N C must be visited by exactly one second-level route. Constraints (3), (4), and (6) impose the upper bounds on the number of first and second-level routes in solution. Constraints (5) impose the satellite capacities. The balance between the quantity delivered by first-level routes to a satellite and the customer demands supplied from the satellite is imposed by constraints (7). Finally, constraints (8) impose that the vehicle capacity of the first-level vehicles is not exceeded.
To help the reader throughout the rest of the paper, we report a glossary of the symbols introduced so far in the e-companion to this paper (available as supplemental material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/opre.1120.1153; see Table EC .1).
The Special Case of the Location
Routing Problem (LRP)
The 2E-CVRP contains the LRP as a special case. The LRP is defined on an undirected graph G = N E , where N is partitioned as N = L ∪ V , where L represents possible depot locations and V a set of customers. A travel cost d ij is associated with each edge i j ∈ E . A fixed cost C k and a capacity B k are associated with each depot location k ∈ L. Each customer i ∈ V has associated a nonnegative demand q i . An unlimited fleet of identical vehicles of capacity Q are available at the depots to supply the customers. If used, a vehicle incurs into a fixed cost U and performs a route passing through one of the depot locations and such that the total demand of the visited customers is at most Q. The cost of a route is the sum of the costs of the traversed edges plus the fixed cost U . The LRP consists of opening a set of depots and designing a set of routes for each open depot so that the total load of the routes operated 301 from a depot k ∈ L does not exceed its capacity B k and each customer is visited by exactly one route. The objective is to minimize the sum of the cost of open depots and the costs of the routes. Any LRP instance can be converted into an equivalent 2E-CVRP instance as follows:
(a) Define graph G = N E by setting N S = L, N C = V , and define the edge costs d 0k = 1/2 C k , k ∈ N S , and d kj = , k j ∈ N S , k < j.
(b) Define the first-level vehicle fleet by setting m 1 = N S , Q 1 = and U 1 = 0.
(c) Define the second-level vehicle fleet by setting m 2 = N C , U 2 = U , Q 2 = Q and m k = N C , k ∈ N S . Any optimal solution of the resulting 2E-CVRP instance is also an optimal solution of the original LRP instance. Because d kj = , for any k j ∈ N S , k < j, each first-level vehicle route can only be a single-satellite route 0 k 0 of cost C k , k ∈ N S . Because Q 1 = , any optimal solution contains at most a single-satellite route for each k ∈ N S representing the opening of depot k.
An Overview of the Proposed Exact Method
The exact method we propose consists of three main steps.
(1) We enumerate the set of first-level routes and compute lower bound LD1 and upper bound UB1 on the 2E-CVRP (see § §3 and 4).
(2) We generate the set of all possible subsets (configurations) of first-level routes that could be used in any optimal 2E-CVRP solution (see §5). Different bounding functions and dominance criteria are used to limit the size of the set .
(3) For each configuration M ∈ , we solve the corresponding problem F by fixing y r = 1, r ∈ M, and y r = 0, r ∈ \M. This problem is a MDCVRP with side constraints (see §5), which is solved with an extension of the method of Baldacci and Mingozzi (2009) . The optimal solution cost, z F , of the 2E-CVRP corresponds to the minimum solution cost of such MDCVRPs. We propose different bounding functions to solve to integrality only few MDCVRPs.
Relaxations of Formulation F
Let LF be the LP-relaxation of formulation F , and let z LF be its optimal solution cost. Notice that, in any optimal LF solution, y r is equal to k∈R r q kr /Q 1 , r ∈ . Thus, the higher the first-level routing cost, the worse the lower bound z LF . In the following, we describe an integer relaxation of the 2E-CVRP, called RF , that can provide a lower bound better than z LF .
Relaxation RF
This relaxation derives from problem F by relaxing, in a Lagrangean fashion, constraints (2)-(4) with penalties i ∈ , i ∈ N C , k ∈ − , k ∈ N S , and 0 ∈ − , respectively, and by defining the marginal routing costs ik for servicing customer i ∈ N C from satellite k ∈ N S as a solution of
where a ikl is the number of times customer i ∈ N C is visited by route l ∈ k of satellite k ∈ N S . Problem RF involves binary variables ik equal to one if customer i ∈ N C is supplied from satellite k ∈ N S (0 otherwise) and variables y r and q kr , as defined for problem F . Relaxation RF is
(6) (8) (10) and (11) (17)
Theorem 1. z RF is a valid lower bound on the 2E-CVRP for any solution of inequalities (12) and any pair of penalty vectors ∈ N C and ∈ N S +1 − .
Proof. The proof is provided in §EC.2 of the e-companion to this paper.
From Theorem 1, the following corollary follows.
Corollary 1. Let z UB be a valid upper bound on the 2E-CVRP. For a given pair of vectors , and any solution of inequalities (12), let
Any optimal 2E-CVRP solution of cost smaller than z UB cannot contain any second-level route l ∈ k , k ∈ N S , of reduced costc kl z UB − z RF .
Theorem 2. The relation max z RF z LF holds, and such inequality can be strict.
Solving RF to optimality can be time consuming, so we describe a further relaxation of RF , called RF , that can be efficiently solved. Let rw be a lower bound on the Operations Research 61(2), pp. 298-314, © 2013 INFORMS cost for delivering a demand w ∈ W r to customers from the subsets of satellites R r visited by first-level route r ∈ . For a given vector satisfying inequalities (12), the value rw is defined as the optimal solution cost of the following continuous knapsack problem, called KP r w :
For each pair r w , we denote by z * i r w , i ∈ N C , the optimal solution of problem KP r w , and we define 
Problem RF is a multiple-choice knapsack problem and can be conveniently solved by DP. The following theorem shows that RF is a relaxation of problem RF .
Theorem 3. z RF z RF for any solution of inequalities (12) and for any penalty vectors and .
Because of Theorem 3 and Corollary 1, any optimal 2E-CVRP solution of cost smaller than a known upper bound z UB cannot contain any second-level route l ∈ k , k ∈ N S , of reduced costc kl z UB − z RF , wherec kl is defined as above.
A valid lower bound LD1 on the 2E-CVRP can be computed as the cost of a near-optimal solution of problem LD1 = max z RF (23)
Lower Bound LD1 and Bounding
Procedure DP 1
In this section, we describe a bounding procedure, called DP 1 , and a heuristic algorithm based on relaxation RF to compute lower and upper bounds LD1 and UB1, respectively. Bounding procedure DP 1 finds a near-optimal solution of problem (23) and uses a DP algorithm to solve problem RF .
Bounding procedure DP 1 is based on a relaxation of the 2E-CVRP, where the second-level route sets k , k ∈ N S , are enlarged to also contain nonnecessarily elementary routes. The method used by DP 1 to find a feasible solution of inequalities (12) is based on the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let us associate penalties i ∈ , i ∈ N C , with constraints (2), k ∈ − , k ∈ N S , with constraints (3), and 0 ∈ − with constraint (4). Letˆ k ⊇ k be the index set of nonnecessarily elementary routes for satellite k. A feasible solution ik of inequalities (12) is given by
In procedure DP 1 , the route setˆ k is defined as the set of ng-routes introduced by Baldacci et al. (2011a) that are shortly described below.
Let N i ⊆ N C , i ∈ N C , be a set of selected customers for customer i (according to some criterion), such that N i i and N i N i , where N i is a parameter. The sets N i allow us to associate with each path P = k i 1 i t that starts from satellite k ∈ N S , visits vertices i 1 i t ∈ N C , and ends at vertex i t , the subset P containing i t and every customer i s , s = 1 t − 1, of P that belongs to all sets N s+1 N i t associated with the customers i s+1 i t visited after i s . The set P is defined as P = i s i s ∈ t j=s+1 N i j s = 1 t − 1 ∪ i t . A forward ng-path NG k q i is a nonnecessarily elementary path P = k i 1 i t−1 i t = i that starts from satellite k ∈ N S , ends at customer i, visits a subset of customers of total demand equal to q, and such that NG = P and i P , where P = k i 1 i t−1 . An NG k q i -route (or simply ng-route) is obtained by adding edge i k to an ng-path NG k q i .
Algorithm DP 1 uses column generation to solve Equations (24) and subgradient optimization to solve problem (23).
Description of Procedure DP 1
To solve Equations (24), procedure DP 1 uses a limited set k ⊆ˆ k , k ∈ N S , of ng-routes. Procedure DP 1 initializes each set¯ k with all single-customer routes k i k , i ∈ N C , and sets = 0, = 0, LD1 = 0 and UB1 = . Bounding procedure DP 1 executes an a priori defined number Maxit1 of macro iterations where, at each macro iteration, the following steps are performed.
(1) Initialize z * = 0, and perform Maxit2 iterations of the following steps:
(ii) Solve RF using values ik as described in §4.2. If z RF > z * , then update z * = z RF , * = , * = and * = .
(iii) Update penalty vector and as described in §4.3.
(2) Generate a set of ng-routes k ⊆ˆ k \¯ k , k ∈ N S , for which inequalities (12) are violated by * , * , and * as described in §4.4. There are two cases:
(i) k = , for each k ∈ N S . If LD1 < z * , then update LD1 = z * , 1 = * , 1 = * , 1 = * , and execute the heuristic algorithm described in §4.5 producing upper bound z UB . Update UB1 = min UB1 z UB .
(ii) k = , for some k ∈ N S , then update¯ k = k ∪ k . Notice that 1 , 1 , and 1 are the vectors producing lower bound LD1 in problem (23).
Solving Problem RF
Problem RF can be solved by DP as follows. Let h r w be the optimal solution cost of RF obtained by using the first-level routes 1 r, 0 r , and replacing q tot in Equation (20) 
The recursion is initialized by setting h r 0 = 0, r = 0 , and h 0 w = , w = 1 q tot . The RF optimal solution cost is z RF = h q tot . Letz be an upper bound on z RF . The number of states r w to generate in order to compute z RF can be reduced by using bounding functions lb r w , described below, to eliminate any state r w that cannot lead to any RF solution of cost smaller thanz. We denote by lb r w a lower bound on the optimal solution cost of problem RF , where is replaced with the subset r r + 1 and q tot with w. Let r = min w min w w max r g r + rw /w , r ∈ . By assuming that the routes in are indexed so that 1 2 · · · , functions lb r w can be computed using the following backward recursion.
Thus, a state r w , r < , is fathomed if h r w + lb r + 1 q tot − w z. In performing recursion (25), the upper boundz is initialized asz = UB1 and dynamically updated, at the end of stage r, asz = min z h r q tot .
Computing a Subgradient
Usual backtracking can be used to derive the RF solution of cost h q tot . Given and the sets V r w , as defined in §3.2, associated to rw , we derive the index sets k ⊆¯ k , k ∈ N S , of the second-level routes in solution and the index l i k of the route in˜ k associated with ik as follows:
(ii) Repeat the following steps for each route r ∈ such that rw = 1 for some load w ∈ W r :
, at point , can be computed as follows. Letx be a vector whose components are computed as
Then, penalty vectors and are modified as
Generating the ng-Route Set k for a Given Satellite k
We describe the procedure to generate, for a given satellite k ∈ N S , the set of ng-routes k ⊆ˆ k that violate inequalities (12) for given vectors * , * , and * , when k is replaced byˆ k . Define the modified edge costsd ij = d ij − 1/2 * ik + * i − H k q i − 1/2 * jk + * j − H k q j and the sets N i ⊆ N C , i ∈ N C , to contain the N i nearest customers to i according to d ij .
Operations Research 61(2), pp. 298-314, © 2013 INFORMS Let f NG k q i be the cost of a least-cost ng-path NG k q i using the modified edge costd ij . Functions f NG k q i are computed using the DP recursions described by Baldacci et al. (2011a) on the state-space graph = , defined for a given satellite k ∈ N S , as
be the cost of a least-cost ng-route visiting i ∈ N C immediately before arriving at satellite k. The route set k contains the ng-routes corresponding to r i k < 0, i ∈ N C .
A Lagrangean Heuristic
Procedure DP 1 is interwoven with a heuristic algorithm that produces a feasible 2E-CVRP solution of cost z UB using the second-level route sets˜ k , k ∈ N S , and vectorx associated with an RF solution (see §4.3). First, the routes iñ k , k ∈ N S , are modified with the objective of obtaining a solution vector x satisfying constraints (2)-(5). Then, the solution vector x is used to derive solution vectors y and q such that x y q represents a feasible 2E-CVRP solution.
Description of the Heuristic Algorithm
(1) Initialization . Let˜ = k∈N S˜ k . Initialize SOL = and i = 0, i ∈ N C .
(2) Extract a subset of routes SOL ⊆˜ . Let l * be the route of˜ , wherex l * l * = max x l l l ∈˜ . Remove l * from˜ . If i = 0, for some i ∈ R l * l * , then update SOL = SOL ∪ l * and i = i + 1, i ∈ R l * l * . Repeat Step 1 until˜ = .
(3) Modify the route set SOL . Remove from SOL any route l ∈ SOL such that i > 1, i ∈ R l l and update i = i − 1. For each l ∈ SOL, compute the savings that can be achieved by removing from route l every customer i ∈ R l l having i > 1. Let l * ∈ SOL be the route of maximum saving. Remove from route l * every customer i ∈ R l * l * with i > 1, and update i = i − 1. Repeat Step 3 until i 1, for each i ∈ N C . (4) Insert unrouted customers . For each unrouted customer i (i.e., i = 0) perform the following operations. Compute the minimum extra-mileage exm i l for inserting i in route l ∈ SOL. We set exm i l = if the total load of the resulting route l exceeds the vehicle capacity Q 2 . Let l * be such that exm i l * = min l∈SOL exm i l . If exm i l * = , then set z UB = and stop; otherwise, insert customer i in route l * in the position of cost exm i l * and set i = 1.
(5) Define the F solution x . Define x l l = 1, for each l ∈ SOL, and x l l = 0, for each l ∈ \SOL. If x does not satisfy constraints (3)-(5), then set z UB = and the algorithm terminates.
(6) Improve the cost of the routes in SOL . The postoptimization procedure for improving the total cost of the routes in SOL applies the following procedure in the order specified below.
(a) Exchange of one customer between two routes of SOL . For each customer i ∈ N C , compute the saving move i l achieved by removing i from its current route l i and inserting i in the least-cost position of route l ∈ SOL. Set move i l i = 0 and move i l = − if the load of the resulting route l violates constraint (5) for satellite l or if customer i cannot be inserted in route l without violating the vehicle capacity Q 2 . Let i * and l * be determined such that move i * l * = max move i l i ∈ N C l ∈ SOL . If move i * l * > 0, then remove customer i * from its current route and insert it in the best position of route l * . This procedure is repeated until move i * l * 0. (b) Exchange of two customers between two routes of SOL . For all pairs of routes l l ∈ SOL and for each pair of customers i ∈ R l l and j ∈ R l l , compute the saving sav i j obtained by moving customer i from route l to route l and customer j from route l to route l. We set sav i j = − if the exchange violates constraint (5) for one of the two satellites l , l or if the total load of one of the two routes exceeds the vehicle capacity Q 2 . The two customers i * and j * producing the maximum saving are then exchanged if sav i * j * > 0. This procedure is repeated until sav i * j * 0. Whenever this procedure improves the solution, then the post-optimization routing is restarted from the beginning.
(c) Optimize each route l ∈ SOL using a three-optimal method.
(7) Constructing a feasible 2E-CVRP solution . Let k = l∈ k w kl x kl , k ∈ N S , be the total demand associated with satellite k by the solution vector x defined above. We solve to optimality the following problem F x with an integer programming solver: Let y q be the optimal F x solution (we assume z F x = if problem F x does not admit a feasible solution). If problem F x admits a feasible solution, then the vectors x y q represent a feasible 2E-CVRP solution of cost z UB = z F x + k∈N S l∈ k c kl x kl .
An Exact Method for
Solving the 2E-CVRP
The method for solving the 2E-CVRP is based on the following reformulation of problem F . Let = M ⊆ M Q 1 q tot M m 1 . We call configuration each element M of the set . For each configuration M ∈ , let N S M = r∈M R r , M k = M ∩ k , k ∈ N S , and U M = r∈M g r . An optimal 2E-CVRP solution can be computed as
where z F M is the optimal solution cost of the following problem F M : Problem F M is an extension of the multidepot vehicle routing problem considered by Baldacci and Mingozzi (2009) . The methods for generating the set , solving problems F M and (26) are described in § §5.1-5.3, respectively.
Generating the Set of Configurations
The generation of the set of configurations is based on the following propositions.
Let LB R be a lower bound on the second-level routing cost of any optimal solution computed as 
Condition (a) is a property of the feasible solutions of the split delivery vehicle routing problem (see Dror and Trudeau 1990) . Conditions (b) and (c) are feasibility conditions. Conditions (d) and (e) follow from the properties of any optimal 2E-CVRP solution of cost less than z UB . Lower bound k can be computed as the optimal solution cost of the following problem:
where
We assume k = if problem (27)-(32) has no feasible solution. The set is generated by pure enumeration by using Propositions 1 and 2 to eliminate any configuration M that cannot lead to an optimal 2E-CVRP solution.
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Solving Problem F M
Problem F M is solved with the following three-phase method. In the first phase, bounding procedure DP 1 is used to compute lower bound LD1 M on z F M by replacing with M. In the second phase, a near-optimal dual solution of the LP-relaxation of F M strengthened by valid inequalities, called problemF M , is computed. In the third phase, theF M dual solution is used to generate the subsets k ⊆ k , k ∈ N S M , of all second-level routes of any F M optimal solution. An F M optimal solution is obtained by replacing, in F M , each set k with k , k ∈ N S M , and solving the resulting problem, called F M , with an integer programming solver. 
ProblemF M is solved with a column-and-cut generation procedure that starts by setting = , = . The master problem is initialized with a set of elementary routes obtained from the final set of ng-routes generated in Phase 1 for computing lower bound LD1 M by removing, from each ng-route, the customers visited more than once. At each iteration, a set of negative reduced cost routes are generated and a set of violated inequalities (33) and (34) are added as described in Baldacci and Mingozzi (2009) . The procedure ends when no negative reduced cost routes exist and no inequalities (33) and (34) are violated and provides anF M dual solution of cost z F M .
Phase 3:
Solving F M to Optimality. In Phase 3, two steps are performed.
(1) Define the reduced problem F M resulting from F M by doing the following:
(i) Replace the route set k , k ∈ N S M , with the largest subset k ⊆ k of routes such that c kl < z UB − U M + z F M , l ∈ k , k ∈ N S M , where c l is the reduced cost of route l ∈ k with respect to theF M dual solution achieved at Phase 2 and z UB is the current best upper bound on the 2E-CVRP.
(ii) Add all constraints (33) and (34) saturated by the finalF M solution.
(2) Solve problem F M with a general purpose integer programming solver.
Description of the Exact Method
The exact method we propose for solving the 2E-CVRP can be described as follows:
(1) Generate the set and compute a lower bound on the 2E-CVRP.
(a) Generate the set of first-level routes by pure enumeration.
(b) Execute bounding procedure DP 1 to produce lower and upper bounds LD1 and UB1.
(2) Generate the set of configurations as described in §5.1.
(3) Solve the 2E-CVRP. Notice that Step 3(c(iii)) is executed for any configuration M ∈ such that U M + z F M < z F and thē F M solution is not integer. Thus, if Step 3(c(iii)) is never executed, the algorithm terminates with¯ = , implying that LB = z F and the optimal 2E-CVRP solution corresponds to either the initial upper bound UB1 M computed at Step 3(c(i)) or to the integerF M solution achieved at
Step 3(c(ii)) for some configuration M ∈ .
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At the end of the exact method, LB represents a valid lower bound on the 2E-CVRP because it corresponds to LB = min M∈ max LD1 M , U M + z F M . Value r max is the maximum number of second-level routes generated, and set¯ contains the configurations for which the corresponding problem F M was solved to optimality at Step 3(c(iii)). Value z UB is the cost of the best upper bound computed at Step 1 or at Step 3(c(i)). Finally, because we impose a limit max on the maximum number of second-level routes, k∈N S M k , to generate at
Step 3(c(iii)), whenever such limit is reached for some configuration M ∈¯ , at the end of the algorithm, the value z F is an upper bound on the 2E-CVRP but is not necessarily the optimal solution cost.
Computational Results
We report on the computational results of the exact method (hereafter BMRW) described in §5.3 and its comparison with the methods of Perboli, Tadei, and Vigo (2011) (PTV) and Jepsen, Spoorendonk, and Ropke (2013) (JSR). BMRW was coded in Fortran 77. CPLEX 12.1 (see CPLEX 2009) was used as the linear programming and integer programming solver. All tests were run on an IBM Intel Xeon X7350 Server (2.93 GHz-16 GB of RAM).
We considered four sets of instances from the literature: set 2 and 3 (introduced by Feliu et al. 2007 ), set 4 (Crainic et al. 2010) , and set 5 (Hemmelmayr et al. 2012) . In all these instances, the handling costs are zero. We generated another set of 54 instances introduced also to evaluate the effectiveness of BMRW on instances with nonzero handling costs. The instances are partitioned into two sets, called 6A and 6B, corresponding to instances with zero and nonzero handling costs, respectively. The details on the instances can be found in §EC.3 of the online supplement. In all instances the satellite capacities are unlimited (i.e., W k = , k ∈ N S ). Furthermore, in sets 2, 3, and 5 the maximum number of vehicles per satellite is unlimited (i.e., m k = , k ∈ N S ). Set 4 was treated differently by Jepsen, Spoorendonk, and Ropke (2013) who considered the given upper bounds on the maximum number of vehicles per satellite, m k , and Perboli, Tadei, and Vigo (2011) who ignored such values. To compare BMRW with both JSR and PTV, we considered two versions of set 4, namely, set 4A and set 4B, where set 4A corresponds to the original set 4 whereas, in set 4B, m k is unbounded (i.e., m k = , k ∈ N S ). Perboli, Tadei, and Vigo (2011) solved to optimality 66 instances with 12 customers and two satellites (therein set 1). BMRW solved all these instances in a few seconds, so corresponding results are not reported.
According to Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) (http://www.spec.org/benchmarks.html), our machine is 10% faster than the Intel(R) Xeon X5550 2.67 GHz with 24 GB of memory and eight cores of JSR and twice as fast as the 3 GHz Pentium PC with 1 Gb of RAM of PTV. A time limit of 10,000 seconds was imposed on PTV and JSR.
BMRW used the following parameter settings. In DP 1 , we set N i = 12, and we set Maxit1 = 25, = 1 0, Maxit2 = 200, at Step 1, and Maxit1 = 10, = 0 5, Maxit2 = 100 at Step 3(c(i)). Moreover, we set max = 10 6 and imposed a time limit of 5,000 seconds to solve problem F M .
Tables 1-7 report the results obtained by BMRW on the seven sets of instances. The tables report the instance name, the number n s of satellites, the cost z F of the best Operations Research 61(2), pp. 298-314, © 2013 INFORMS Table 7 .
Computational results on set 6B (instances with nonzero handling costs). 0 0 100 0 96 7 0 0 0 2 100 0 100 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 E-n22-k4-s8-14 384 96 106 0 0 0 100 0 98 0 0 0 1 0 100 0 100 0 0 7 0 0 0 7 E-n22-k4-s9-19 470 60 100 0 0 0 113 1 90 4 0 0 12 4 100 0 100 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 E-n22-k4-s10-14 371 50 117 3 0 0 100 0 96 8 0 0 1 2 100 0 100 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 E-n22-k4-s11-12 427 22 100 0 0 0 104 1 94 7 0 0 3 2 100 5 100 0 1 3 0 0 1 3 E-n22-k4-s12-16 392 78 108 4 0 0 100 0 95 9 0 0 2 0 100 0 100 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 E-n33-k4-s1-9 730 16 100 9 0 0 100 0 87 3 0 0 49 4 100 0 100 0 37 6 0 0 37 6 E-n33-k4-s2-13 714 63 103 0 1 5 100 0 89 4 0 0 34 2 100 0 100 0 34 9 0 0 34 9 E-n33-k4-s3-17 707 48 104 5 1 7 113 2 91 0 0 0 1 126 8 105 8 100 0 48 1 0 0 48 1 E-n33-k4-s4-5 778 74 104 9 1 5 100 0 87 6 0 0 54 9 100 9 100 0 72 5 0 0 72 5 E-n33-k4-s7-25 756 85 100 0 1 6 100 0 86 0 0 0 87 5 101 0 100 0 47 1 0 0 47 1 E-n33-k4-s14-22 779 05 100 0 1 6 105 9 88 0 0 0 2 4 100 0 100 0 31 7 0 0 31 7
Tables 8-10 compare BMRW with PTV and JSR. Under the headings "PTV" and "JSR," we report the percentage ratio, over z F , of the upper bound (%UB) and of the lower bound (%LB) achieved at the root node, the percentage gap (%gap) between the best lower and upper bound computed, and the total computing time (t tot ) in seconds. The values in columns z F are in bold whenever the instances were open before BMRW. The last lines of the tables report, for each method, the number of instances solved to optimality (in columns %gap), and, for JSR and BMRW, the average percentage deviation of the upper and lower bounds (in columns %UB and %LB) and the average computing 100 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 E-n22-k4-s14-19
498 80 time (in columns t tot ), computed over all instances solved by JSR, that are a subset of the instances solved by BMRW. The results on sets 6A and 6B show that BMRW behave similarly with zero and nonzero handling costs. On the sets 2 and 3 (see Tables 8 and 9 ), BMRWsolved to optimality all 39 instances, whereas PTV and JSR solved to optimality 13 and 32 instances, respectively. Of the 54 instances of the set 4A, BMRWand JSR solved 50 Table 10 .
(Cont'd)
Operations Research 61(2), pp. 298-314, © 2013 INFORMS by the exact algorithm to decompose the 2E-CVRP into a limited set of multidepot capacitated vehicle routing problems with side constraints. The optimal 2E-CVRP solution is obtained by solving the set of MDCVRPs generated. The proposed method was tested on 207 instances, taken both from the literature and newly generated, with up to 100 customers and six satellites. The new exact algorithm solved to optimality 144 out of the 153 instances from literature and closed 97 of them for the first time. The comparison with the state-of-the-art exact methods shows that the new exact method outperforms the other exact methods in terms of size, number of problems solved to optimality, and computing time.
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